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 Euclidean (Synthetic & 
Transformation) Geometry
Euclid circa 300 B.C.

 Trigonometric Geometry
Egyptians and Babylonians 50 B.C.

 Cartesian Geometry (Coordinate)
Descartes – 17th century

Geometry and Trigonometry



“Arising out of practical activity and man’s 
need to describe his surroundings, geometric 

forms were slowly conceptualised.”
Fehr - 1973



Which is more pleasing to the eye?
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Which is more pleasing to the eye?

http://www.starpulse.com/Actors/Clooney,_George/gallery/ALO-013053/
http://www.starpulse.com/Actors/Pitt,_Brad/gallery/CSH-035497/
http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.dan-dare.org/FreeFun/Images/CartoonsMoviesTV/ShrekWallpaper1024.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.dan-dare.org/FreeFun/Games/cartoonsMoviesTV/ShrekWallpaper1024.htm&h=768&w=1024&sz=186&tbnid=63dkRm0WRgSlIM:&tbnh=113&tbnw=150&prev=/images?q=image+of+shrek&usg=__ZYWeC9VR_Lu2z9nbMs6BV2TlbXQ=&ei=hwUVS9COKtKu4QbbsKjPBg&sa=X&oi=image_result&resnum=2&ct=image&ved=0CAsQ9QEwAQ
http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.marieclaire.co.uk/imageBank/cache/k/kate-moss6.jpg_e_78137be33a967c29f10c2b17980b3f17.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.marieclaire.co.uk/celebrity/a-z/163221/kate-moss.html&h=380&w=285&sz=22&tbnid=dm_fqk3iTOCpxM:&tbnh=123&tbnw=92&prev=/images?q=image+of+kate+moss&hl=en&usg=__imR_O-kmOr22hPDRE2Lo8asJGkE=&ei=vAUVS7iaJ5Gr4Qb5x7jZBg&sa=X&oi=image_result&resnum=5&ct=image&ved=0CBEQ9QEwBA
http://www.fanpix.net/photo/gallery/dannii-minogue-picture-gallery-2.htm


 What is Phi?

 Phi (Φ=1.618033988749895…), 
pronounced ‘fi’, is simply an irrational 
number like π

 Unlike π, which is a transcendental 
number, Φ is the solution to a quadratic 
equation

 1,1,2,3,5,8,13,21,34..............
1,2,1.5,1.66,1.6,1.61...........   

The Golden Ratio



Examples



1. Logic-Argument was at the core of traditional 
deductive reasoning, where facts are 
determined by combining existing statements, 
in contrast to inductive reasoning where facts 
are determined by repeated observations

2. Underpins other areas of geometry

3. Real world

4. Van Hiele Theory

5. Interesting in itself

Why study Euclid?
(Towards a rationale)



 What is sin x ? 

Trigonometry

A

opp
hyp

adj

x



The Graph of y = sin x



 Philosopher – “ I think therefore I am”

 Probability – Gambling

 Mathematician – “x and y – axis”

Descartes



Descartes Analytical Geometry-the use of an axis

Co-ordinate Geometry

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Cartesian-coordinate-system.svg�


 functional analysis

 development of equations

 models representing geometrical shapes

 models representing algebraic problems

 multiple linear regression where variables 
are regressed out e.g. causes of heart 
disease

Axis developed leading to:
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